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Abstract - In today‟s computer world security, integrity, confidentiality of the organization‟s data is the most
important issue. This approach deals with the security of the data that organization manages and works with. It
proposes a technique based on generating multiple numbers of keys to secure data using Data encryption standard
(DES) and RSA algorithm. DES algorithm is used for encryption and decryption. RSA algorithm is used for key
generation. The feature of such an approach includes high data security and high feasibility for practical
implementation. This proposed methodology is helpful for hiding data in the applications like Online Transaction,
Stock Maintenance, Payroll etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This proposed methodology is based on cryptography. In
this a new technique in key generation using RSA algorithm
is proposed. This technique is based on generating multiple
numbers of keys. Initially it generate key for alphabets A-Z
and numbers 0-9. Encryption is done by character wise for
the given plain text using the key generated by RSA.

Step 2: Key is automatically generated by RSA algorithm
and stored in index.
Step 3: Input is scanned by character wise and it fetch the
corresponding key from index.
Step 4: Encryption is done by Data Encryption Standard
(DES) algorithm by giving the scanned character and key
from index has input.
Step 5: The key used in the DES are stored in the queue.
Step 6: Decryption is done by Data Encryption Standard
(DES) algorithm by giving the scanned character and key
from queue has input.
When a input (plain text) is given immediately key is
generated for characters A-Z and numbers 0-9 using RSA
key generation algorithm. The character and the
corresponding keys are stored in the index table.

Then increase the number of the key which is almost
equivalent to the number characters in the plain text. So that
the key cannot be broken by any hackers and the data will
be more secure.
II. PROPOSSED FRAMEWORK
Step 1: When the input is given, it orders the RSA to
generate the key for alphabets A-Z and numbers 0-9.
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Now the plain text is start to scan in character wise. The
scanned character and it corresponding key is fetched from
the index, is given has a input for DES algorithm for
encrypting the character. Similarly the next character is
scanned and the process will goes on.
Based on the alphabetical order of the characters new
keys are generated. For example: „A‟ is the 1 st alphabet, so
for each appearance of „a‟ new key is generated. ‟B‟ is the
2nd alphabet,so for first two appearance of „B‟ the key
generated initially will be used then when „B‟ appears 3 rd
time a new key will be generated and it will be used for 3 rd
and 4th appearance of „B‟. When „B‟ appears 5th time new
key will be generated. Similarly for the alphabet „Z‟ after
the 26 appearance of „Z‟ a new key will be generated.

methods, both the sender and the receiver must know and
use the same private key.
DES is a 64-bit block cipher. Both the plaintext and
ciphertext are 64 bits wide.The key is 64-bits wide, but
every eighth bit is a parity bit yielding a 54-bit key.
IV. CONCLUSSION
In this proposed a multiple numbers of keys are generated.
Initially it generate key for alphabets A-Z and numbers 0-9.
Encryption is done by character wise for the given plain text
using the key generated by RSA. Therefore this proposed
method of an encryption cannot be broken by brute force
attack, timing attack and meet in middle attack. So the data
is protected and improved the privacy of data.

During the encryption process the key used for the
encryption will be stored in the queue (FIFO).Because in
decryption the first key will be used to decrypt the first
character of the cipher text, and then next key will decrypt
the next character and goes on.
Finally the cipher text (encrypted plain text) and the
keys in the queue are sending to the receiver, where decrypt
the cipher text to get back the plain text.
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III. ALGORITHMS USED
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RSA (Rivest,Shamnir,Adleman)
Rsa algorithm for key generation:
 Select two large prime numbers p, q


Compute
n=pq
v = (p-1)  (q-1)



Select small odd integer k relatively prime to v
gcd(k, v) = 1 Compute d such that
(d  k)%v = (k  d)%v = 1



Public key is (k, n)



Private key is (d, n)
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